Play a normal role in
regulating the cell cycle
Meticulously controlled
For example, growth factors
[tyrosine-kinase linked]
Proto-oncogenes

Controlled
Some encode for stimulating nuclear
proteins [growth factors, etc...]

myc
fob
fos

All kinds of proto oncogenes
Proto-oncogene disturbed
Deletion
EGF receptor

Causes bit outside membrane to go

Point mutation
neu

Permanantly active
Q61L point mutation
Hydrogen bonding to water

RasGTPase
Proto-oncogene activation

Loss of activity
Alwayss active state

Organelles need to be created when the cell divides

Replicate independently of big cell
Can divide themselves

Breaking and joining of
chromosomes resulting in chimaeric
genes and protein products

Oncogenes
and cancer

They make more of each other, in general
They can encode some of
their own proteins, but not all
[e.g.: small subunits of
RuBISCO, they can't do

Chromosome
translocation

Also, proplastids can differentiate to
non-green plastids

Other bits

Can stimulate division without
activation, and inhibit DNA repair

Leader sequence at the NH2 terminus
Binds to receptors on the organelle surface

Control cell proliferation by switching it off

Organelles

p53 [MDM kinase blurb]

Proteins is unfolded using chaperones
Thereaded through by tanslocases of inner and
outer membrane (Tom and Tim or Toc and Tic)
Re-threaded

When p53 levels rise, can do a
number of things

However, a lot of proteins need
to be synthesised in the cytosol
and directed properly

e.g.: if going into thylakoid space
Some will do it without even
going into inner membrane

Or if going into inter-membrane
space of mitoc

Cell death pathway
Promotes transcription of p21
which blocks CDK/Cyclin

Inhibits transcription factors
that activate genes

Some need two translocation
events (and signals)
Retinoblastoma
Tumour supressor genes
Lots of other traffic

"Philadelphia chromosome" is
a 9:22 translocation resulting in
a chimaeric ABL tyrosine
kinase

Mutation of this gene problem
Still viable, but one could be inactivated

Those with only a single p53 gene suffer (negative dominance effect)
Viral genes can disable these
Papilloma virus targets p53 and inactivates retinoblastoma
Usually, E1b supresses p53
Make virus without E1b
Can turn virus back on itself

Can't proliferate unless p53 not there anyway
Kill only cancerous cells
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